ABSTRACT In this paper, we investigate the power control problem for spectrum sharing in the cognitive satellite-terrestrial networks (CSTNs), aiming to maximize the throughput of global networks while meeting the requirements of signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) in the satellite links. Since the power control problem for global networks involves a mass of information collection or exchange, it is not conducive to centralized control in CSTNs. So we solve it by constructing a non-cooperative game with limited information exchange. First, we theoretically prove that the Nash equilibrium (NE) of the proposed game is consistent with the stationary point of the global throughput maximization problem. Then, we design a distributed power control (DPC) algorithm to obtain the NE of the game with guaranteeing the SINR demand of the satellite links. Considering that the precise channel state information (CSI) is often difficult to be obtained in actual communication scenarios, we propose a modified scheme of the DPC algorithm for the case of imperfect CSI. The modified scheme not only ensures that the SINR requirements of the satellite links can be met but also approximately converges to an NE of the problem with a little performance loss. Finally, the numerical results demonstrate that our scheme outperforms the existing typical algorithms in terms of the throughput of the global networks as well as the number of iterations.
I. INTRODUCTION
WITH the rapid growth of wireless communication, wireless data traffic and wireless devices' connection requirements are both exponentially increasing [1] , [2] . These trends of development will cause much more challenges in the next generation wireless communication networks [3] . It can be envisioned that the scarcity of spectrum will become more and more severe in future wireless communications. As a measure to deal with spectrum shortage, the spectrum sharing technology has attracted widespread attentions. Considering the sparsity of satellite users in geographically and the wide coverage of satellite beams, spectrum sharing between satellite and terrestrial wireless communication systems is seen
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as a quite promising solution for unprecedented spectrum demands [4] .
On the other hand, cognitive radio (CR) technique as an efficient way for spectrum sharing have been proposed to tackle the scarcity of spectrum resources [5] . For future wireless communication systems, CR techniques present a promising opportunity for cost-efficient access to spectrum bands to meet the growing user demand [6] . In this regard, the interest of standardization groups (e.g. 3GPP, ITU, ETSI) and researchers have recently been focused on the extension of the cognitive radio concept to satellite-terrestrial networks [7] - [9] . At present, a tremendous amount of effort has been made to explore a new network architecture that allows satellite networks to coexist with terrestrial networks in the same frequency band through CR techniques [10] - [15] . As a result, the cognitive satellite-terrestrial networks (CSTNs) with high spectrum efficiency have been proposed as a promising solution.
The superiority of CSTNs make them capable of supporting flexible and high-quality multimedia services with larger capacity, higher spectrum efficiency, and lower power consumption. With such properties, it makes CSTNs already seen as a promising candidate in future 5G communication systems [12] . On the basis of access technology of secondary users, potential cognitive techniques for CSTNs can be classified into interwave, underlay and overlay approaches [13] . Considering the sparsity of satellite users in geographically and the wide coverage of satellite beams, the current research on CSTNs mainly focuses on the underlay fashion, which is considered as a solution for the future spectrum needs [14] , [15] . However, the interference from cognitive base stations (CBSs) to satellite links and the inter-cell interference among CBSs are inevitable in the CSTNs with underlay scheme. Such harmful interference has been considered as the key limiting factor for the overall throughput of the global networks. To be emphasized, a little increase of transmission power on the CBSs located in the receiving direction of satellite earth stations can easily cause serious interference effects on satellite links [16] . In order to enhance system capacity performance, it is necessary to make effective management of wireless resource to reduce the harmful interference.
According to the basic studies of resource management in cognitive radio networks, it has been shown that efficient power control can significantly mitigate the harmful interference for the system capacity [17] , [18] . However, the power control problem of cognitive radio networks such as CSTNs generally is a non-linear and non-convex optimization problem due to the presence of mutual interference. To date, it is still difficult to find an optimal solution algorithm for such problems. At present, only several involved power control schemes for CSTNs have been studied in corresponding literature [3] , [4] , [16] , [19] - [25] . Nevertheless, almost all of the works mentioned above, except for [3] , investigated the optimization problem related to power control of secondary network wherein the transmission power of secondary users is constrained. Moreover, although the authors in [3] proposed a joint iteration algorithm to maximize the total system capacity of integrated satellite-terrestrial networks based on non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), it necessitated a centralized controllers to run the algorithm, which may cause huge signaling and computational overhead for collecting and distributing information. Therefore, efficient distributed power control schemes for optimizing the overall throughput of CSTNs should be investigated considering the inherent characteristics of both terrestrial and satellite networks.
As well known, game theory is an important mathematical tool for studying and analyzing strategic interactions among decision makers in distributed networks [26] . In addition, game theory-based power control schemes have been extensively studied in the literature. Exemplarily, in the traditional multi-cell networks based on orthogonal frequency division multiple access, distributed power control games are generally used to mitigate the co-channel interference for improving the system throughput [27] , [28] . Moreover, the game theory is usually employed to design distributed power control schemes for the emerging D2D networks [29] and self-organized networks [30] , where each player of the networks can individually adjust transmission power strategies for maximizing their own utilities. The first application of game theory to the power control scheme for CSTN is investigated in [19] , and this work presented a power control scheme for the terrestrial cognitive network by constructing a potential game. However, there is still a lack of optimized solutions for maximizing global throughput in a distributed manner.
In this paper, the power control problem in heterogeneous CSTNs is formulated as maximizing the global throughput of CSTNs while guaranteeing sufficient SINR of the satellite links. A novel power control game considering the dynamic price is proposed to solve the formulated maximization problem, where the satellite and each CBS is modeled as a game player that is able to adjust its power strategy individually. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• With the goal of maximizing the throughput of global networks, we properly design the utility for each player by considering the interaction of each other as a dynamic price to reduce selfish behavior, especially including the effects to the satellite links, which makes the individual utility has the same optimization direction as the total utility of the global network.
• Through mathematical analysis, we simplify the power control game of the global networks into the game of cognitive subnetwork, and then theoretically prove that the Nash equilibrium (NE) of the proposed game coincides with the stationary point of the global throughput maximization problem.
• Based on perfect channel estimation, we propose a distributed power control (DPC) algorithm to obtain the NE of the game while guaranteeing the SINR demands of the satellite links. Furthermore, considering the case of imperfect channel estimation in the actual communication scenarios, a modified scheme of the DPC algorithm is presented. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model of CSTNs is presented in Section II. In Section III, we formulate the power control problem basing on basic signals analysis. Section IV investigates the power control problem with game theory. In Section V, we design a DPC algorithm with perfect channel estimation and modify it for the case of imperfect channel estimation. In Section V, numerical results and discussions are presented. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is given in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
One spectrum coexistence scenario between fixed satellite service (FSS) system and terrestrial cognitive radio system shown in Fig. 1 is considered in this paper, where the FSS system acts as the primary network and shares the spectrum resource with the terrestrial secondary network [13] - [15] . In the considered scenario, the FSS system consists of a geosynchronous (GEO) satellite S and one earth station E located in the center of a circular area with radius l, and M CBSs of the secondary network follow uniform distribution in this circular area. The set of CBSs is denoted as M = {1, 2, · · · , M }. It is worth noting that although there is no strict protection distance limitation between CBS and the earth station, the quality of service (QoS) for the satellite link can be guaranteed by reasonable control the transmission power of each CBS. To be true, such scenarios may not represent current satellite-terrestrial networks deployments, but may represent one way of deployments in the future for high spectrum efficiency [31] , [32] . For the sake of analysis, we assume that on the spectrum resources of the satellite link, each CBS serves only one user in the same time period, and their user is randomly uniformly distributing near around to them. Herein, the set of cognitive users is denoted as U =
For simplification of analysis, the GEO satellite and the earth station as well as each terrestrial CBS and their corresponding user receiver all equipped with single antenna is considered and downlink communication is focused in this paper. The channel power gain of the satellite link is denoted as h se , and h ij denotes the channel power gain from CBS i to u j (i, j ∈ M), while channel power gain of interference link from CBS i to the satellite earth receiver is denoted as h ie . Note that, the channel power gains defined in this paper include transmit antenna gain, propagation loss, receive antenna gain and fading channel coefficient, and more link budget analysis can be referred to [33] - [35] . For the spectrum coexistence scenario shown in Fig. 1 , the interference suffered by E can be calculated by
where p i is the transmission power of the CBS i. Similarly, the interference suffered by u i can be calculated by
It is noted that just the interference link from CBS i to u j (i = j) and the interference link from CBSs to E are considered in this paper, while the interference from the GEO satellite to the users of terrestrial cognitive network is neglected due to the limited transmission power versus the long transmission distance. Then, the signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio(SINR) at E and u i can be expressed as (3) and (4), respectively.
where p s is the transmission power of the GEO satellite S; N e and N u i denote the noise thermal power at E and u i , respectively. Additionally, ∀u i ∈ U, N u i = N e = N 0 is considered in the rest of this paper. As a result, following Shannon's formula, the corresponding transmission rates achieved by the satellite link and cognitive link (i.e., CBS i to u i ) can be given as follows [14] 
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we aim to jointly optimize the transmit power of the satellite and terrestrial CBS to achieve the maximum of global throughput, meanwhile guarantee the SINR constraint of the satellite link, which means ensuring the SINR received at E greater than the minimum threshold γ s th . For better reading, we use 
Note that, different from the several literature that involved power control schemes for cognitive satellite-terrestrial networks, mentioned in the introduction, except for [3] , the problem (P1) aims at maximizing the throughput of global networks while other works focus on optimizing the performance of cognitive subnetwork under some certain constraints. Obviously, the optimization problem (P1) is non-linear and non-convex [36] because of the complex interference relationship and logarithm operation. It means that a complicated computation needs to be executed for finding the global optimal solution. Furthermore, even though such complicated computation issue can be solved by abundant calculative hardware resource, the global instantaneous channel states information (CSI) and all players' power strategies need to be collected for execution. In this regard, the computation process of this issue brings about tremendous signaling overhead, especially in cognitive hybrid satellite-terrestrial networks. Consequently, in order to decrease the requirements of calculation ability and signaling overhead, it is urgently needed to design a distributed scheme based on limited information exchange to solve this kind of problems. Additionally, the precise CSI of interference links generally couldn't be known by the relative transmitters in practice, so that an optimized power control scheme based on imperfect CSI is desirable to design from a realistic perspective.
IV. THE POWER CONTROL ANALYZATION WITH THE PERSPECTIVE OF GAME THEORY
Since game theory is a powerful way for analyzing the distributed decision problem, especially for the case of interactions existing among different players, in this section, we investigate the distributed optimization scheme of the problem (P1) mentioned above via game theoretic approach [1] .
A. GAME MODEL
In consideration of the global optimization requirement of (P1), we assume that some necessary information exchange or capture can be implemented by a signaling channel among CBSs and the satellite, or indirectly through a central resource manager, or even some active sensing of CBSs [20] , [37] . Hence, in this scenario, each CBS would share its local information with others via a common channel. Consequently, for any CBS i, it could know other CBSs' current power strategies, current transmission rates, and global CSI when making its next power control decision. Additionally, we also suppose that the feedback signals from the earth station to the satellite can be observed by CBSs, which means that all CBSs in the considered area can know the state of the satellite link. Now, the distributed power control across satellite and different CBSs can be formulated as a non-cooperative game which formally denoted by G = N , {P n } i∈N , U t i i∈N
Here, N = S ∪ M denotes the set of satellite and all CBSs;
is the set of available power strategy for player i, specially p min
denotes the utility function of player i at time t, while F i represents the corresponding constrained function for satisfaction of player i. For the sake of presentation, we denote the transmit power strategies of all players as a vector P = (p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p s ) ∈ P, where P = P 1 ⊗P 2 ⊗· · ·⊗P s indicates the joint power strategy space for all players. In addition, the strategy profile of all player excluding i is denoted by
In this power control game, we use F i : P −i → S i to define a mapping which determines the set of satisfied actions for player i when given other players' actions. Considering the QoS requirement of the satellite link, the constraint function is defined as
where I e can be calculated by (1) . Apparently, the set S i = F i (P −i ) should be a subset of P i , which means S i ⊆ P i . With the goal of maximizing the sum-rate of the global network in (P1), for each player's utility, not only the transmission rate of itself but also the rates of other players should be considered. Accordingly, we design the utility function at time t of player i as
where
can be regarded as a dynamic price for the transmission power. With the dynamic price scheme, it can effectively quantify and modify the negative effect resulting from one player's individual decision in a social welfare environment. In our power control game, by introducing a dynamic price scheme, each player is fully considering its impact on other players when determining its transmission power. Such correlative utility function design could yield a locally or globally optimal power strategy for the sum-rate maximization problem (P1) by playing the non-cooperative game among satellite and different CBSs. Because of the non-cooperativity, the purpose of each player in this power control game is to find the optimal power strategy for maximizing their own utility. Mathematically, for each player, this problem can be formulated as
Since the satellite S plays as a primary user role that is different to all CBSs, it is necessary to analyse the power control strategy for satellite link at first. According to the utility definition shown in (9) , the utility function of the satellite can be written as
the interference from the satellite. As a result, the utility func-
is monotonic with respect to the variable p s . Thus, for any given P t B , the satellite should choose the maximum transmission power p max s to communicate with earth station E for maximizing the transmission rate of the satellite link. To this end, we have demonstrated that, with the goal of maximizing the utility of the satellite link, the optimal VOLUME 7, 2019 transmit power of the satellite link is the maximum transmit power regardless of the power decisions made by all CBSs. Hence, in the considered system of this paper, the delay or lag between the satellite and terrestrial signals does not impact the power control decision of the satellite link or any CBS.
After above analyzation, by denoting
s ), the power control game shown in (10) actually just played by all CBSs, which equals to the follows (G) : max
According to the definition of utility function designed in (9) , it is obviously that U t i p i , P t −i is a concave function with respect to the variable p i . Therefore, the power control game problem mentioned above can be solved easily by convex optimization techniques, which will yield the unique optimal strategy known as the best response for CBS i as follows
B. ANALYZATION OF NE
For the proposed power control game, the NE is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Nash Equilibrium (NE)):
A power strategy
∈ P is a pure strategy NE point of G if and only if no player can improve its utility by deviating unilaterally, i.e.,
According to the definition formulas (12) and (13) , it can be easy to see that
which is another necessary and sufficient condition for P t achieving NE. The formula (14) means every player's strategy is the best-response correspondence to others' strategies when they getting NE of the game G. In this case, no single player has an incentive to deviate from NE unilaterally.
as the best response vector of P t for all player. Based on (12), we can derive
denotes the convex feasible set which satisfies with the constraints of (7b), (7c), and (7d) for all players; and theR sum (P; P t ) is defined as
which can be seen as a concave approximate function of the global sum-rate R sum (P t ). [1] , [38] ): A power strategy profile P t is a stationary point of the constrained optimization problem (P1) if it satisfies the following condition
Definition 2 (Stationary Point
where ∇ denotes the gradient operation with respect to the variable P.
From the Definition 2, we can easily know that the stationary point is a locally or globally optimal solution for the optimization problem (P1), and vice versa. On one hand, for convex problems, the stationary point is consistent with the globally optimal point and condition (17) is also sufficient for P t to achieve globally optimal. On the other hand, for non-convex problems such as (P1), the global optimal solutions are usually intractable to obtain, and thus, the computation of the stationary points of (P1) is commonly desired.
Theorem 1 (T1): If a power strategy profile P t is a stationary point of the optimization problem (P1), it must be an NE of the power control game G, vice versa.
Proof T1: i) While P t is a stationary point of (P1), from condition (17) there have ∇R sum (P t ) T (P t − P) ≥ 0, ∀P ∈ P. According to (9) and (16), it is easy to know that ∇R sum (P t ; P t ) = ∇R sum (P t ), and then we have
SinceR sum (·; P t ) is concave, the equation (18) indicates
which meansR sum (P t ; P t ) = max P∈PR sum (P; P t ). Consequently, P t = R B (P t ), which is equivalent to the condition (14) . Thus, P t is an NE of G.
ii) If the power vector P t is an NE of the power control game G, and then P t = R B (P t ). According to (15) , it can be known thatR
Given arbitrary direction d t = P−P t , thenR sum (P t +ξ d t ; P t ) can be Taylor expanded as
where o(ξ ) indicates higher infinitesimal respect to the sufficiently small and nonnegative coefficient ξ . According to (20) and (21), it is easily to know that
which is equivalent to
Basing on ∇R sum (P t ; P t ) = ∇R sum (P t ) and formula (23), we have
which satisfies the definition of stationary point. Thus, P t is a stationary point of (P1). Therefore, Theorem 1 is fully proved. Now, we can quickly know that the globally optimal solution for the optimization problem (P1) is an NE point of the game G, and each NE point is a locally or globally optimal solution of (P1). Therefore, the NE points of G exhibit extremely desirable and attractive properties. Hence, we try to propose a distributed algorithm to find the NE of the game G, namely, the stationary point of the constrained optimization problem (P1).
V. ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this section, the algorithm design for the power control problem (P1) will be presented for the cases of perfect and imperfect channel estimation.
A. POWER CONTROL ALGORITHM BASED ON PERFECT CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this subsection, it is assumed that all CBSs can know the CSI of the link from itself to E and the CSI of the links among themselves. Actually, such information can be obtained either directly by cooperating with the satellite network [18] , or indirectly through a spectrum manager.
Before designing the detailed process of the distributed algorithm, a significant lemma should be introduced at first.
Lemma 1: If P t = R B (P t ), R B (P t ) − P t is an increase direction of the global sum-rate R sum (P t ), i.e.,
Proof: If P t = R B (P t ), based on formula (15), we havẽ
Similar to the analyzation of Taylor expansion mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1, here, we can easily derive that
Therefore, ∇R sum (P t ) T (R B (P t ) − P t ) > 0. Thus, Lemma 1 is fully proved. Based on Lemma 1, we can immediately design a distributed power control algorithm for obtaining the NE, which is shown in the Algorithm 1.
Although the DPC algorithm is motivated by the coordinate descent methods [39] , it can be executed concurrently by all players to achieve convergence if some limited information can be exchanged among all players. The reason for this result can be explained by the Lemma 1, i.e., if P t = R B P t , R B P t − P t is an increase direction of the global sum-rate R sum P t . Thus, according to the Lemma 1 and the similar proof in [40] , it can reasonably prove that the proposed Algorithm 1 converges to an NE of the game G, namely, a stationary point of the power control optimization problem (P1). Therefore, after the execution of Algorithm 1, there have P t = R B (P t ). In addition, according the discussion in Section IV.A, we have proven the optimal power strategy of
Algorithm 1 Distributed Power Control (DPC) Algorithm for Achieving NE
Initialization: At the initial time t = 0, set the power strategy for player i as p 0 i , ∀i ∈ M, and set p s = p max s . Additionally, define the threshold for stopping this algorithm as a constant δ. Loop for t = 1, 2, . . . , 1) Each player obtains the global information by effective sensing and cooperative sharing. When player i, ∀i ∈ M, has known the global power strategy profile of all players as a vector
, it can immediately and independently compute its optimal power control decision R B i (P t−1 −i ) by (12) . 2) Independently, player i, ∀i ∈ M, updates its power strategy by
Here, α ∈ (0, 1] is the updating step size which would be dynamically adjusted on the update process as follows,
where σ ∈ (0, 1) is a constant.
3) Stop this algorithm while the ending condition is satisfied, i.e., R sum (P t ) − R sum (P t−1 ) < δ, where δ is a sufficient small constant threshold predefined at initialization. If not, set t = t + 1, and return to step 1). End loop Output: The optimal power strategy vector
satellite link is the maximum transmit power, so that the DPC algorithm execution for the power control game G only need a synchronization among all CBSs. According to formula (1) to (9) , it can easily to fell that the utility function U i depends on the global information involving current power strategy profile of all player and global CSI, and so on. Consequently, ∀i ∈ M, the power control optimization procedure in Algorithm 1 for player i needs global information to compute the optimal power control decision, namely, the best response R B i (P t−1 −i ). However, exchanging global CSI among all players not only brings tremendous signaling overhead but also impractical. Actually, ∀i ∈ M, player i would trend able to evaluate the power of effective signal and interference plus noise by the feedback signal from their users. Let v i = I u i + N u i represents the interference from other players plus background noise suffered by player u i , and c i = p i h ii represents the received signal power of u i . Without loss of generality, we denote v s = I e +N e and c s = p s h se for uniform expression. Considering the concavity of U i , to obtain an NE solution of the game depicted in (9) , by taking the first derivative of U t i (p i , P t −i ) with respect to p i , it can obtain that
Let ∂U i ∂p i = 0, by taking some mathematic manipulations, the optimal power of player i for maximum U i can be derived as
Actually, the first item of equation (31) is just as a dynamical water-filling level that is derived from the dynamic price defined in the utility function. Even equation (31) requires some information exchange among players but it guarantees the power control game converges to a locally or globally optimal strategy profile of the original optimization problem (P1). Let S t i = F i (P t −i ) represents the feasible strategies set of player i at time t, then the optimal power control decision of player i in the game G can be derived as
where inf {·} and sup {·} indicate the operation of getting lower bound and getting supper bound, respectively. We suppose that the precise h i,j (j ∈ N ) are known by player i in this subsection. Then, we can see that, according to formula (31) , the computation of 
B. POWER CONTROL ALGORITHM BASED ON IMPERFECT CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Basing on the statements in the previous subsection, the execution procedure of Algorithm 1 relies on the assumption that all players should know the precise CSI of the links started from themselves. However, the instantaneous channel power gains of the links started from each CBS may not be able to know by themselves exactly. Thus, Algorithm 1 has to be modified by taking the impact of imperfect channel estimation into consideration.
Without loss of generality, ∀i, j ∈ M, we consider that the estimation of h ie and h ij are given as followŝ
whereh ie andh ij represent the estimation errors that are assumed to be complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance σ 2 . In this subsection, We assume that the channel power gain estimatesĥ ie andĥ ij can be obtained in the history statistics of CSI during the transmission. Notably, the computation of p * i and S t i = F i (P t −i ) require some precise CSI. If channel coefficients estimation is used, it will inevitably bring computation inaccuracy on the best response power vector R B (P t ). For the sake of analysis, the computation inaccuracy is modeled as
whereR B (P t ) is the best response based on imperfect channel coefficients estimation. Theorem 2: If the following conditions are satisfied: t a t ε t < ∞ and a t → 0, then P t converges to the stationary point of (P1), which is the local or global optimal solution of (P1).
The similar proof of Theorem 2 can be seen in part C of section IV in reference [1] .
According to formula (33) and (34), we can see that some overestimation or underestimation of h ie may be caused inevitably. In the previous case, the Algorithm 1 proposed in last subsection will decrease the sum-rate of all CBSs naturally due to the lower power that would be employed by most CBSs. On the other hand, if the fading channel coefficient h ie is underestimated, the higher power would be likely employed by most CBSs. As a result, Algorithm 1 may frequently bring about outage event in the satellite link. To eliminate or cut down these effects, we introduce a protection gap to the SINR threshold which equals to γ s th > 0. Then, the constraint function that should be satisfied in the power control game G is modified aŝ
Similarly, the optimal power of player i for maximizing U i can be modified aŝ
Therefore, the optimal power control decision of player i in the game G will be modified aŝ
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present the performance of the proposed DPC algorithm in cognitive satellite-terrestrial networks.
A. SIMULATION SETTING
In the simulation of this paper, we investigate the scenario that one satellite communicates with a fixed earth station, and 50 CBSs communicate with their users respectively, where the earth station locates in the center of a circular area with a radius of 10km, and all CBSs follow uniform distribution in this circular area, and all cognitive users also follow uniform distribution in their corresponding cognitive base station cells. One example of the relative location of the earth station and CBSs are shown as Fig. 2 . It should be explained that the precision of position coordinates of each CBS or the earth station take few effects to the network system performance while the distribution of CBSs around the earth station take a significant influence. In the simulation of this paper, the uniform distribution of CBS is considered for analyzation. However, the uniform distribution of CBS is only used as an example for analysis, and our schemes are applicable to different deployment scenarios under specific constraints.
The Ricean fading channel model is employed in the satellite link, while the Rayleigh fading channel model is employed in cognitive links and terrestrial interference links. Assume that all terminals are equipped with single antenna in the simulation. Further simulation parameters can be seen in Table 1 .
For the relative parameters of the proposed Algorithm 1, the threshold for stopping the algorithm is set as δ = 0.001; the coefficient for updating α is set as σ = 10 −2 ; the step size sequences α t selected by the decreased rule shown in (29) , and α 0 = 1; the inaccuracy of best response in imperfect channel estimation case is set as ε t ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ [0, ∞).
B. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
First of all, we verify the convergence of the proposed distributed power control scheme. Based on the parameters setting mentioned above, the evolution of transmission rates achieve by Algorithm 1 for different γ s th are shown in Fig. 3 . Here the perfect CSI in the satellite link and the terrestrial cognitive network are considered. Subfigure (a) shows that the throughput of the satellite link decreases at first and then gradually reach convergence. Subfigure (b) and (c) present the throughput of global network and terrestrial cognitive network increase significantly at the beginning of algorithm execution and then gradually reach convergence. Notably, the convergence of the throughput mentioned above can all be achieved within 50 iterations, and a significant improvement of the throughput of global network can be achieved at the time of convergence. In addition, it can be seen from the Fig.3(b) that the throughput of the terrestrial cognitive network can almost converge to the same level regardless of the SINR threshold requirement of the satellite link. This case means the power control game G has multiple NE points, and all NE points are likely to result in the same throughput of the cognitive network.
The Fig. 4 shows the actual SINR of satellite link received at the earth station updating versus the number of iterations. Notably, during the iteration process of Algorithm 1, the actual SINR obtained in the satellite link always meets the SINR threshold requirement and remains unchanged after about 20 iterations. This result further validates the convergence of the proposed algorithm. Additionally, while the SINR threshold requirement is γ s th = 1, the actual SINR of satellite link approximately converges to γ e = 2, which reserves an obvious protection gap on SINR for the satellite link. The reason can be explained as follows. Although the transmit power of each CBS is relevant to the transmission rate of the satellite link, none of them will not unilaterally increase its transmit power to raise its utility if it will have a greater negative impact on the utilities of others.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, some experiments for performance comparison will be conducted in this subsection. In the simulation experiment, we will select the spatial adaptive play (SAP) algorithm introduced in [42] and the random search (RS) algorithm aimed at a feasible solution to compare with the proposed DPC algorithm on performance.
The Fig. 5 shows the throughput of the global network for the three different algorithms mentioned above versus the number of CBSs. The presented results are obtained by taking the average value of 1000 independent trials simulation. As shown in Fig.5 , when the number of base stations does not exceed 50, the throughput of the global network rapidly increases as the number of CBSs increases, and then the throughput increase rate obtained by the DPC algorithm and the SAP algorithm slows down, while the throughput obtained by the RS algorithm decreases as the number of CBSs increase. These results can be explained as follows, the contribution of the cognitive network to the throughput increases with the number of CBSs increases, then more and more severe interference will generate while the number of CBS exceeds a certain amount. Additionally, it can be seen that the performance of the proposed DPC algorithm outperforms the performance of the SAP algorithm as well as the RS algorithm.
Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows the transmission rate of the satellite link and the average transmission rate (the throughput of the cognitive network divided by the number of CBSs,
of each CBS for different algorithms versus the number of CBSs. It can be seen that the transmission rate of the satellite link always greater than the capacity requirement, and the average transmission rate of each CBS decreases as the number of CBSs increase. Moreover, not only the transmission rate of each CBS but also the satellite link achieved by our scheme are higher than the corresponding results achieved by SAP and RS algorithm. These results further validate the effectiveness of the DPC algorithm proposed in this paper.
To gain further insight on the impact of CBSs' density on the performance of CSTNs, Fig.7 plots the number of iterations for the three different algorithms mentioned above versus the number of CBSs. From Fig. 7 , we can see that the proposed DCP algorithm has a significant benefit in reducing the number of iteration calculations, which effectually demonstrates the advantage of our proposed DPC algorithm. Actually, the algorithms considered for the comparison all require information exchange among CBSs, so the time of information exchange among CBSs in each iterative period can be seen as equivalent. Moreover, from the equation (31) and (37) in our paper, it can see that the computational-complexity of best response is only a polynomial level, so the computation time of each iterative period in all considered algorithms also can be seen as approximately equivalent. Based on these two reasons, the difference of time-complexity among all compared algorithms in this paper can be quantified approximatively by the difference of the iteration number which shown in the Fig.7 .
Finally, considering the impact of the imperfect CSI on Algorithm 1 in actual, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 provide some comparison results of Algorithm 1 under the case of perfect and imperfect CSI.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the proposed distributed power control scheme can achieve convergence results in both cases of perfect CSI and imperfect CSI. Due to the existence of channel estimation error, each CBS cannot obtain an accurate best response but an approximate best response in the iterative process of the power control game. Therefore, when Algorithm 1 converges, the throughput of the global network obtained with imperfect CSI is always smaller than that obtained under perfect CSI. In addition, the DPC algorithm converges more slowly in imperfect CSI than perfect CSI. In order to more directly prove the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, Fig. 9 shows the comparison of throughput of the global network obtained by Algorithm 1 in perfect CSI and imperfect CSI as well as that achieved by SAP in perfect CSI. Intuitively, The evolutionary trend of the throughput obtained by Algorithm 1 in perfect CSI and imperfect CSI is similar, and the throughput obtained by Algorithm 1 in imperfect CSI is close to or even greater than that obtained by SAP algorithm in perfect CSI. This proves that the DPC algorithm proposed in this paper is effective in both cases of perfect CSI and imperfect CSI.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the optimal power control problem in spectrum sharing CSTNs has been studied by using game theory to maximize the throughput of the global networks. By introducing dynamic prices to rationally design utility functions for each player, we use a game-theoretic approach to solve the proposed power control problem. Firstly, we simplified the power control game of global networks into the game of cognitive subnetwork. And then, theoretically proved that each NE of the game is consistent with the stationary point of the global throughput maximization problem. Subsequently, a DPC algorithm based on perfect channel estimation has been designed to obtain the NE of the game while guaranteeing the SINR requirements of the satellite links. Furthermore, a modified scheme based on imperfect channel estimation has been presented. Finally, numerical results have demonstrated that our scheme outperforms the existing typical algorithms in term of the throughput of global networks as well as the number of iterations. For the future work, as the satellite and each CBS both probably serve for multiple users in a coexistent area simultaneously, we will extend the proposed scheme to the multiple-user scenario.
